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Auto WriteOff Introduction 
Auto WriteOff has been designed to allow users to write off patient balances in bulk (due to patient in collections, 

deceased, hardship, etc.).  The Auto WriteOff feature uses a patient credit with an adjustment code that you choose.  

This could ultimately save your office the time of having to go into each patient account separately.   

Accessing and Generating Accounts with Auto WriteOff 
Access the Auto WriteOff module through Billing | Auto WriteOff. 

 

Configure the Auto WriteOff screen to the specifications desired using the following fields: 

Balance from / to: The dollar amount of the Patient Cash Balance from (minimum) and to (maximum) to 
generate for Auto WriteOff. 

Greater than Days: The minimum number of days old of the patient balance. 

No Pay Days: Defaults to 30, the minimum number of days since the patient’s last payment.  To generate 
accounts regardless of the payment made, enter zero.   

Adjustment Code: Select an adjustment code to classify the patient credit.  Leave blank to not report an 
adjustment code. 

Message: Type a message to appear on the patient credit. 

Collections: No=include patients that do not have collections checked; Yes=include patients that have 
collection checked; Both=include patients with collections and without collections checked. 

Only 0 Insurance Balance: Include only patients with a zero Insurance Balance. 

Send to Collection: Check the Collection box within the Patient Information after writing off the patient’s 
balance. 

 

By default, the system will calculate the days old based on the last activity on the patient ledger.  There is a System 

Setting UseOldDateWo that works in conjunction with the Greater than Days.  If activated, the system will calculate the 

days using the oldest transaction with a balance on it within the Patient’s Transaction Ledger. 
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Adjustment Codes 
An appropriate code may already exist or you may wish to create a new one for Auto WriteOff purposes.  To create an 

Adjustment Code to use for the Auto WriteOff, access the Adjustment Codes from Code Files | Procedure | 

Adjustments.  Create an Adjustment Code by clicking on the Plus sign to add.  The Adjustment Codes may be used when 

creating Insurance or Patient Credit and Debits as well as within the Auto WriteOff module, as that creates a Patient 

Credit.  Creating Adjustment Codes can be useful for reporting purposes as an Adjustment Code report may be 

generated to view the various adjustments applied.  Additionally, Adjustment Codes serve a purpose of good record 

keeping on the patient account as to why a balance was written off.   

Write Off Accounts 
Once the system generates the accounts to write off, the user will be brought into the Auto WriteOff screen.  From here, 

accounts may be written off or a report may be generated.  It may be helpful to use the Patient Tear Off to view the 

patient account in more detail or you may wish to generate a report of the accounts and go through specific accounts 

before writing off balances.  The Auto WriteOff module offers a great deal of flexibility for the user.   

 

Take the time to understand what each button does within the Auto WriteOff in order to make it work for you and save 

your office time. 

Write Off: Write Off will prompt you to write off the selected patient balances (those accounts 
checked) 

Select All: Select all accounts (they are all selected by default) 

Clear All: Clear all accounts from being checked 

Report: Generate a list of patient accounts  

 

Using Patient Tear Off 
The Patient Tear Off can be a useful tool to viewing patient information when in another module within eTHOMAS.  To 

use the Patient Tear Off, press the Ctrl + Shift + P keys simultaneously on your keyboard.  The Patient Tear Off will 

display a viewable Patient Screen where various portions of the Patient screen may be accessed.   
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Post Auto WriteOff 
Once the balances have been written off, the Transaction Ledger of each account will have a Patient Credit (PATCRE) and 

the message that was placed on the account.  Here is an example of an account that was written off. 

 

The advantage of using an Adjustment Code when using Auto WriteOff is that those accounts may be tracked via the 

specific Adjustment Code used.  Access the Adjustment Code Report through Reports | Financial | Adjustment Code 

Report.  Specify the parameters and select the specific Adjustment Code to only display those accounts with that 

Adjustment Code.   
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